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Abstract
The goal oz this project is the develo pment of an optical probe
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technique that will allow remote measurements of temperature (and
density), along with their time-dependent fluctuations, to be made in
supersoni;: turbulent wind tunnel flow. The approach chosen for
this study focuses on using laser -induced fluorescence from nitric
oxide which has been seeded into the flowing gas medium (nitrogen)
at low concentrations. The fluorescence emission intensity follow-
ing laser excitation of the nitric oxide (NO) ground state rotational
levels is then related to thermodynamic quantities of the bulk fluid.
Summary of Research
Research progress and results culminating over the reporting
period are described in detail in the articles and pre -prints included
at the end of this report (references 1-3). A synopsis of the work
follows.
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A laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) probe technique, using two-
photon excitation in NO /N2 mixtures, has been developed (1) for supersonic
turbulent flow studies, and a preliminary proof of concept demonstra-
tion (2) has been completed fora simple two-dimensional boundary layer
flow at Mach 2. The method has been successful in measuring the average
temperature profile through a classical boundary layer, and the mag-
nitudes of the temperature fluctuations about the average values. The
instantaneous temperature measurement sensitivity was 3-4 % for an NO
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concentration of 300 parts per million (ppm). For typical flow con-
ditions (0.5	 1.0 atm, 150 - 300 K, 300 ppm NO ), we regard these
results as indicative of the fundamental limit of sensitivity that
can be obtained by the present methodology using the two-photon exci-
tation method. The primary limitation is Imposed by an anomalously
large optical Stark effect in the two-photon spectrum of NO which
manifests itself as a oroadening and merging of the spectroscopic 	 y
lines used for the measurement. This phenomena which scales linearly
with the laser intensity, forces one to minimize the laser power density,
with a resultant increase in photon--statistical signal noise. Efforts 	 s
F
to understand the origin of this effect in nitric oxide have resulted
in a collaborative endeavor with the Computational Chemistry branch
at Ames ( see reference 3 for details ). It is believed that a firm
»	 understanding of this phenomena may be of importance for the use and 	 .'<;
design of other laser-based diagnostic methods that depend on the use
of high-power pulsed laser sources.
Additionally over the past year, work has been initiated to
refine and extend the present capabilities of the LIF/NO measurement 	 '¢
scheme by investigating the use of single-photon excitation of NO as
an alternative to the two-photon method. This re-evaluation of the
laser methodology was prompted primarily by the limitations resulting 	 F'
from the Stark effect. Preliminary work suggests that for nitric
oxide concentratiuns around 100 ppm, an rms temperature.measurement noise
in the 1 - 2 % range is feasible. Moreover, the lower level of fluor-
escence signal noise afforded t:.v this method will allow the simultaneous
2
determination of density with comparable noise levels, thereby allow-
ing pressure ro be non-intrusively measured as well. The advantages
of the single-photon excitation scheme are numerous: a) negligible
stark shift; b) fluorescence s/n >> 100; c) comparable sensitivity
for measurement of temperature and density; d) measurement of pressure;
e) lower concentrations of NO (reduced toxicity). The disadvantages
or problem areas that must be confronted include: a) experimental
setup more complex; b)finite absorption of laser intensity for moderate
optical depths; c) partial saturation of electronic transitions. Work
along these lines is in progress to validate the accuracy and applicability
of the single-photon method for making simultaneous measurements of tem-
perature, density and pressure in turbulent flow regimes that are of
interest in modern fluid-dynamics research.
,ry
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Remote Measurements of Fluctuating Temperatures in a Supersonic
Turbulent Flow Using Two-Photgn Laser Induced Fluorescence
by
K.P.Gross
Polyatomics Research Institute, 1101 San Antonio Rd.. Suite 420,
Mountain View, CA., 94043
and
R.L.McKenzie
NASA Ames Research Center, N-229-1, Moffett Field	 CA., 94035
A laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) technique has been developed
that provides a practical means of nonintrus,tvely measuring the
fluctuating temperatures in loin-temperature turbulent flows. 	 In this
paper.	 we review the capabilities of the method and report 	 its
application to a simple two-dimensional turbulent boundary 	 layer
flow at Mach 2. We show the results of remote measurements of the
average temperature distribution through the boundar y layer and the
magnitudes of	 temperature fluctuations about their average values.
To our knowledge. these data are the first of	 their kind obtained by
nonintrusive means with spatial and temporal resolution adequate for
turbulent boundary layer analyses.
The method, described in detail previously(1), requires that
the flow be seeded With a low concentration of nitric oxide (NO). it
relies on the ultraviolet fluorescence following two-photon
excitation of two ro-vibronic transitions in the NO Gamma band. Each
excitation is induced by a separate tunable dye laser tuned to the
transition of interest. The two dye lasers are pumped by a common
Nd:YAG laser but at slightly separated times following each pump
E
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laser pulse. The subsequent double-pulse Waveforms depicting the
combined broad-band fluorescence from both excitations are then
recorded, normalized by similar data from a non-flowing reference }
cell at known temperature, and related to the rotational temperature
of the ground-state NO molecule. The rotational temperature of NO is
taken to be closely coupled to the kinetic temperature of the gas
mixture, thus providing a temperature measurement With each pump
i
laser pulse. The temporal resolution of the measurement is
approximately 125 nsec and it is obtained within a sample volume
having dimensions less than 1 mm.
The windtunnel used for these experiments is a small bl gwdown i
facility that	 is capable of handling toxic gases such as NO. Nitric j
oxide concentrations up to 300 ppm were used, mixed with dry i
1
nitrogen.
	
The test section is a rectanqu.lar Mach 2 no y zle with a 25
X 64 mm exit.	 followed by a slightly diverging channel,	 762 mm in
^ 	 t
length from the nozzle throat to the o p tical ports.	 Optical access
to the flow for the lasers, was obtained through 50 mm diameter
quartz Windows on each side of the channel while fluorescence was
:n
observed through a similar Window in the top of the channel. At a
stagnation pressure of 3.5 atmospheres, the test section contained a
;I
k
fully-turbulent boundary layer filling the upper and lower thirds of
its 33 mm height and had an inviscid core flow in the center.
The optical arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 1. Two
grating-tuned dye lasers are simultaneously puinped at 10 Hz by the ;±
third-harmonic output of an Nd:YAG laser. The portion of the 355 nm
pump beam directed to the second dye laser Was optically delayed.
`	 giving a temporal separation of 125 nsec between dye laser pulses.
The first and second dye lasers were tuned. respectively, to
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the J" = 19 112 and XW 112, S11+R21 two-photon transitions in the NO
Gamma(0,0) band. The two beams Were combined collinearly, focused by
a common 500 mm focal length lens, and partitioned into the
windtunnel and reference paths. The focal spot size was about 0.5
mm,
The broad-band fluorescence from both the windtunnel and the
reference cell was collected with nearl y
 identical f/1 fused silica
optics, nominally filtered with LIV transmitting short-wave-pass
filters. and imaged through apertures that limited observation of
both sample volumes to a 1 mm region centered on the laser beam
focal point. The fluorescence waveforms from each source were
detected by solar-blind photomultipliers sensitive in the spectral
range 225-030 nm and recorded by Tektronix 7912AU transient
digitizers interfaced to an NP-1000 computer.
As described in Ref. 1, the data analysis leading to a
temperature value for each pump laser pulse requires knowing the
ratio of broad-band fluorescence energies resulting from each
excitation. The ratio is obtained from each double-pulse waveform by
fatting it to a six-parameter function derived for an exponentially
decaying emitter driven by an erL;itation pulse with a Gaussian
temporal profile. The two pulses in each waveform are then
deconvoived and their individual integrals computed. The integral of
each pulse is assumed to be '^inearly proportional to the total
fluorescence energy resulting solely from its corresponding laser
excitation, With account taken of the laser spectral width and all
collision-broadened molecular transitions falling within the
excitation bandwidth.
Figure 2 shows an overlay of some experimental Waveforms and
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.
	 their functional fits.. In each example, the first pulse results from
excitation of the J"-19 112 transition using excitation energies in
the range from 1.5 to 2.0 mJ. The second pulse is from excitation of
the XW 112 transition using approximately 0.5 mJ. Under these
conditions, the noise seen in the waveforms is due principally to
photon statistics With signal-to-noise ratios in the range of 25-50
for the windtunnel and 50-100 for the reference cell.
Prior to its windtunnel application, the instrumental
uncertainty of the Method Was eval ►.,,ated in a cooled non-flowing cell
at conditions duplicating those expected in the windtunnel. The cell
contained thermocouples located close to the laser sampling point
that provided an independent measurement of the local temperature in
the gas mixture. A comparison of temperature measurements in the
cell over the range 155 -295 K are shown in Fig. 3. The average
temperatures calculated from 50 laser pulses are represented by the
symbols. The error bars indicate the corresponding RMS deviation
from each average value. Generally, the average spectroscopic
temperatures agree with the thermocouples to within +/- 2 X. whereas
the single-pulse temperatures varied between 2.5-4.0 % RMS for each
data set.
The results of preliminary windtunnel measurements are
illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows the variation of
average temperatures obtained by the LIF technique as the
measurement point is traversed from the channel centerline to a
position approximately 0.7 ma y
 from the wall. The filled symbols
represent averages accumulated during 15 second runs with account
taken of the declining stagnation temperature that is characteristic
of all blowdown windtunnels. The open symbols are temperatures
R
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implied from a pitot probe survey at the same conditions. The LIF
average temperatures agree with the p itot values within +/- 2 % at
all locations.
Figure 4 compares the RMS magnitudes of temperature
fluctuations obtained by the LIF technique with similar measurements
made using hot-Wire probes in the same channel (open symbols) and
With hot -wire measurements in a larger facility at similar
conditions (dashed line). At this time, the cause of the apparent
lack of agreement is unclear but the LIF measurements are judged to
be less subject to interpretation than those from the intrusive
hot-wire probes.
We believe that this nonintru.sive laser-induced fluorescence
technique offers new opportunities in basic turbulent flow research
by providing measurement capabilities that were not possible
previously. We have strong indications from other laboratory results
that we will soon be able to extend it to include simultaneous
temperature and density measurements. thus allow.kng pressure
fluctuations to be obtained nonintrusively.
1. R.L.McKenz.ie and K.P.Gross, Two-Photon.Excitation of Nitric Oxide
Fluorescence as -a Temperature Indicator in Unsteady Gasdynamir_
Processes , Appl. Optics. 2Q 92153,(1981)
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fit. 2. Dual-pulse fluorescence mveform (solid line) and computer-fitted
function (dashed line): (a) cold sample cell with 300 ppm-NO in 0.5 atm
N2; (b) room-temperature reference cell with 1200 ppm NO in 0.5 atm. N2.
First pulse is fluorescence from the S11 + R21(19 1/2) excitation; second
pulse Is from the 5 11 + 121(7 1/2) excitation. Vertical amplifier bandwidth,
20 MHz; sweep, 50 nsec/dI•. j
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Op*A Stark EArd In the Two-Photon Spectrum of NO
Winifred M. Hnolg', Kenneth P. Grow b**, and Robert L. McKenzie"
'Rad iation Laboratory, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN 46556
Stanford University, Stanford, CA 04305
# *NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 04035
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Abstract
A large optical Stark effect has been observed in the two-photon spectrum X,2II
A2 E+ in NO. This is explained as a near resonant Stark effect where the upper state of
the two-photon transition is perturbed by higher-lying electronic states through the laser
leld. A theoretical analysis is presented along with coupllag parameters determined from
ab initio wavefunctions. `rho, agreement between the experimental and synthetic spectra is
good.
`^	 r
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In this letter we report the Arst quantitative determination of the optical Stark effect
in a molecular two-photon electronic transition. Optical Stark effects have previously
been observed in resonant two-photon atomic transitions' and in resonant multiphoton
ionisation of atoms . 2-5 However, the electronic spectra of molecules are more complex
due to the increased density of states. Molecular Stark effects are expected to be more
easily observed, especially in multiphoton transitions where high laser intensities are used.
To date, few such studies have been reported. To our knowledge, they have been observed
by Otis and Johnsone
 in the multiphoton ionisation of NO, and by Srinivisan et al v
 in
two- and three-photon resonant am frequency mixing in Hz.
Two of uss,o have developed a laser induced Anorescence technique for temperature
diagnostics in low temperature gas Rows seeded with small concentrations of NO. The
method relies on the two-photon excitation of two selected ro-vibrouic transitions in the NO
10011, v" =0 —• As lr+,
 v' =:Q) band. Due to the inherently weak two-photon interaction,
hiish laser power densities are required to provide adequate signal levels. However, an
anomalously large Stark broadening was observed in the two-photon spectrum, even at
moderate power levels. The broadening, which introduces additional uncertainties in the
diagnostic method, is avoided by using reduced laser power levels. We have, however,
studied the Stark effect in some detail in order to understand the source of the large
broadening.
The experimental arrangement used is similar to that described in Ref. `13. Selected
regions of the Y(0,0) two-photon fluorescence excitation spectrum were scanned with a
dye laser pumped by a Nd YAG laser operated at Ms. A linearly polarised beam was
4
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generated with 5 nFec pulse durrtion, average linewidth of a 0 .2 - 0.3 cm-1 , and energies
of a few W. The beam intensity distribution was spatially and temporally nonuniform
and varied from pulse to pulse. A large fraction of the beam was focussed into a sample
cell for the Stark measurements while F,4 10% of the beam was split off and loosely
focussed into a reference cell to provide a simultaneous spectrum with negligible Stark
broadening. The broadband fluorescence from each cell was collected at 90 10 and imaged
onto a photomultiplier through an aperture that limited observation to a 1 -Mm path length
at the focal point. Signals were integrated and averaged with a boxcar integrator.
An example (,f the broadening observed is shown in Fig. is in a spectral region of
well separated transitions.- The upper trace was taken using an average laser intensity of
fw 3 GW/cm2 . The lower trace, recorded simultaneously with a reduced laser power level,
shows a spectrum where the Stark effect is negligible. The upper spectrum divplays an
^t
j
asymmetric shift to the blue for both the S11 +R21 (20j) and S 21 (16j) transitions. The
^1
M levels which are split by the laser field are not resolved and the splitting appears in -¢	 f
the spectrum as a broadening 3 — 4 cm- 1 wide. Additionally the peak height ratio of
the two peaks is reversed at high laser power. Fig. 2 shows a plot of the full width at t
1
I
half height (FV#7" of the S11 +R21 (20 j) and S11 +R21 (7*) lines as a function of the ,u
averse laser energy. The width isg	 r 	 linearly proportional to the pulse energy,. iadicating
that a quadratic Stark effect is observed. The intercept at zero energy corresponds to the
two-photon convoluted laser width and Doppler width.
To account for the observed Stark effect quantitatively, both level shifts and widths
ti
Induced by the optical field need to be considered. The rely cause of the large splitting k
4
fi
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is a our resonant Stark effect. A survey of the one-photon and multiphoton spectroscopic
data of NOIO--1e shows that, at the laser frequencies used for the two -photon X -0 A
transition, each rotational bvel of the A state is near one-photon resonant with a J level of
some high lying discrete electronic state. The observed splitting can be attributed to a near
resonant one-photon coupling via the Stark field, i.e., a quadratic Stark effect. In addition
Us the splitting, a width is also introduced by the Stark field. While near -resonant one-
photon coupling with discrete states does not introduce any significant width, the A state
can be two-photon coupled with the continuum, which is enhanced by the near resonant
one-photon step. This additional width, due to a quartle Stark effect, can also be termed
the two-photon ionisation width. Since this width is strongly M dependent, the term Stark
i
width appears more appropriate in the present case.
1
`	 An importwat iwc-tor in determining the magnitude of the observed Stark effect is the
r
resonance energy gap, G, which is the difference between the energies of the perturbing state
^,	 C	 1
and the A state + photon energy. The A state, being the first excited doublet state, has all
	
perturbing levels lying above It. From the experimental data in the region near one photon 	 i
resonance (mss 450 am) with the A state, lo,17 we have identified the strongest perturbing
s	 ^
level of the 911 +R21 (20 j) branch to be H ZII, v=25, and for the S21 ( 16 j) branch,
Ken, v=1. The resonant energy gaps were calculated with expressions appropriate for
Intermediate coupling between Hand 's case (a) and (b),18 using spectroscopic parameters
derived from experiment.17 ►19 The frequencies of the Stark field used in the calculation
are the laser frequencies for the two-photon transitions at low field. The resonance energy
gaps are given in Table I. For all three A state rotational levels considered, the smallest G
Is < 11 cm-1 . It is not surprising that large Stark shifts are observed.
a
^	 a
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We have calculato4 the Stark shifts in NO by solving the time-dependent Schrodinger
equation with the A state coupled to six rotational levels of the B 2 11 or K2 n state via
dipole interactions; i.e., J=JA +1, JA, JA —1 for each of the two spin components Fl
and Fz of the perturbing state. Since near resonant Stark effects apply only to the A2 E+
state, we have neglected contributions from the X211 state. In general, the time-dependent
SchrSdinger equation 20
^ j^ = (Mo + V(?, t)]#,	 (1)
with No the molecular Hamiltonian and V = —3 • leoswt, cannot be solved using
stationary state methods. However, in the restricted part of the Hilbert space with only
bound elgenstates of No resonantly or near tesonantly coupled, and with their natural
lifetimes neglected, we can recast Eq. (1) Into the form of a secular equation. 21 Thus for
a state A coupled to a set of bound states I,J through the potential V, we have
O+V--ar=0	 (2)
where GAA = 0, Gtr = (Nt —EA — hW)drr, VAA = 0, and
VAt = --}C AAt AVA, Jr, SA, St, M)	 (3)
Also, we set Vt3 = 0 when I and J belong to the same vibronic state because their
Interaction is nonresonant. µAt is the dipole transition moment between A and I and R
Is a rotational line shift factor. Associated with each eigenvalue aN there is a stationary
wavefunction *N M t) which is a solution of Eq. (1)
*N (*, t) = (BNA#A + l...I BNt #t (P)le- (EA —&M )t	 (4)t
1
a
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where ♦A and #I are eigenfunctions of Ho. The wavefunction *(P,t), satisfying the
boundary condition that *(?, 0) = #A (t), is a linear combination of the *jV's.
9 (f, t) _	 ON *NV, t)	 (5)
N
The correct wavefunction for our problem is nonstationary and oscillates among the *N's
depending on time. For the case of two-state coupling (Antler-Townes eBect22 ), our result
agrees with that obtained previously in closed form.28
While #(i, t) is oscillatory, the laser probes only one of its components. In this
experiment, the probe field and the Stark held are identical and are always tuned to the
component of +k(i, t) with ac closest to zero, which we designate *, 0 . The elgenvalue area
then corresponds to the Stark shift observed. Other components of *N, with larger &N is,
are not observed because *N is simultaneously shifted as the frequency of the probe laser
(Stark Held) is tuned.	 d.
a°
Eq. (2) is solved separately for each M level. The parameters used in the calculation
are the resoaanee energy gap G and the coupling potential V. Since the experiment requires
the Stark and probe frequencies to be equal, Eq. (2) was solved iteratively until the two
r
frequencies agreed. The determination of the rotational line shift factor, R, depends on
the Hand's coupling can for which the pair of molecular eigenstates A and I belong. The
electronic data of NO belong to Hand 's case (a), (b), or intermediate between the two
cases. Ausaming a single frequency linearly polarized light source, we find for the general
case of intermediate coupling,
yr
^a
R(JA,JI,8A, Sr, M) =(3
Jr
+12J,^1 + 1) C(JAiJr ,MOM) j
1	 3
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Here Rose's definition of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are used .24 For 2 E+ and 2 n stal Es,
J —j applies to the F 1 spin component and J -i-j to the F2 component. The expression
of < P, Jd: j ( p, A > in terms of the spectroscopic parameters of the state Q can be found
is Bennett.1e
The two-photon rotational line strength S(Jx, JA, Sx, SA, M) between individual
M levels of the X217 and A2 E+ states determines the shape of the Stark spectrum. The
M dependent line strength can be deduced from the unresolved two-photon rotational line
strength of Halpern et a11,2S S(Jx, JA , sx, sA ), valid for intermediate coupling
11[011^) ^^x,$(J f.Ax,,Sx,SA,M S I C(JA 2J) =	
^2J I	 S(Jx, JA, Sx,SA). 	 (7)
.'
The Stark width is introduced by the interaction of the wavefunction to with the
Ionisation continuum via the radiation Held and is expressed by
or= zE i< *C,.\ ^ ' F i #0 >I2 	 (8)
The eontinsum states are evaluated at energy Ec = SA -f- 21w, and the subscript X
same over all degenerate quantum numbers. The Stark width Ar is also M dependent
through rotational factors similar to R. The energy shift associated with the coupling to
the conthsam is found to be numerically small for NO and will not be discussed further
here.
i
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The vibronic transi tion moments pal necessary to evaluate the Stark effects have
'. been calculated using a^b initio wavefunctions. The electronic wavefunctions were calcu-
lated using a large Slater- type basis set containing Rydberg functions. Complete-active-
space SCF Calculations" (CASSCF) were carried out for the A2 E+ state, followed by
multi-reference first order configuration-interaction (CI) Calculations" for both 2 E and
' II symmetries. The vibrational wavefunctions are numerical solutions of the Schradinger
"nation of vibration. Transition moments between the B, K2II states and the ioniza-
tion continuum were calculated using the Stleltjes imaging method" from discretized CI
wavefunctions.
The Stark shifts and widths of the three rotational levels of the An L+ state have
been calculated for the experimental field intensity lAv of 3 GWfcm 2 Using a chaotic
Feld model for the photon statistical behavior?°
 Their values are shown in 'fable II for
representative M levels, Both the shifts and widths are strongly M dependent due to a
dominant M2-dependent term in VAI . (iacertainties in both the energy gaps and transition
moments contribute to the oflror in the theoretical Stark parameters. The J dependence
of the rotational constants used in the calculation of G are not well known experimentally
and constitute the largest source of uncertainty in its determination. While it is difficult
to determine the error associated with ab initio transition moments, calculations of X to
A one-photon and two-photon transition probabilities" indicate that the bound-bound
transition moments should be reliable. The bound-free transition moments are subjected
to much larger errors, resulting in calculated widths that are less reliable than the shifts.
A synthetic Stark broadened two-photon spectrum of NO has been generated using
18
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Me calculated parameters and Is presented In Fig. 1b. At a given probe frequency in
the synthetic spectrum, all transitions which contributed to the intensity were convoluted
with the laser and Doppler widths using a Voigt function. The laser width was assumed
to be rompo"d of both probe and Stark fields, and an effective single Gaussian width
of 0.5 cm'- 1 was used. Additionally, the spatial non•unftormity in the beam intensity
was modelled by using a distribution of intensities instead of a single average value. The
synthetic spectrum was not sensitive to the particular Intensity distribution used, but had
a smoother line-shape profile than the spectrum generated with a single value of lAV . The
vertical lines .te Fig. lb represent the calculated positions of the Stark-shifted M level
transitions at JAV .
Comparing the synthetic and experimental spectra, we And overall agreement. Both
spectra show asymmetric shifts to the blue and a peak height reversal from the low
held case. The asymmetry is the result of M-dependent blue shifts and their intensity
distributions. The individual Stark widths smooth the line shape for high M transitions.
There art, however, some discrepancies between the two spectra. On the high frequency
side of the Six +R21(20j) transition, the synthetic spectrum shows more curvature. ,Also,
the S12(16j) transition is narrower than the S11 +R21 (20 j) transition in the synthetic
spectrum while their widths (FWHM) appear to be approximately the same experimentally.
These differences probably are due to uncertainties in the theoretical Stark parameters
discussed earlier. However, the general agreement between the experimental and synthetic
spectra indicates that our account of the Stark effect in NO is correct.
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L	 High field
i
Low f ield
(b) Synthetic
S11 + R21	 (20 1/2
^n
	
S2
1
 (16 1/2 )
44460	 444E
Frequency (cm-1)
Mpre 1 (a). Ezpwli tal two-photos Vacuum of NO, VD, v''^O -• A= E+, i ure,
Sll +Rol (90j) and S21 (16j) transitions . ' The upper trace (WO laid) was tales wft 2 m)
pulse eserff asd a focussed beam diameter R! 100 . 150 µ. The eormposdft parameters
for the over trace are: 0 .2 W eserp sad Fd 300 µdiameter. (b) . Synthetic soectrum of th.-
same transitions generated using the exnerimental high field parameters.
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